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Molecules in the mirror: how SERS backgrounds
arise from the quantum method of images†
Stephen M. Barnett,a Nadine Harrisb and Jeremy J. Baumberg*b
The Raman coupling of light to molecular vibrations is strongly
modified when they are placed near a plasmonic metal surface,
with the appearance of a strong broad continuum background in
addition to the normal surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)
peaks. Using a quantum method of images approach, we produce a
simple but quantitative explanation of the inevitable presence
of the background, due to the resistive damping of the image
molecule. This model thus suggests new strategies for enhancing
the SERS peak to background ratio.
The coupling of light to molecules is a key aspect of both
fundamental and applied spectroscopy, and widely used as the
basis of diagnostics, biological sensing, chemical analysis, as
well as much of surface science.1–5 When molecules are placed
on metal surfaces their interaction with light of wavelength l is
modified from a variety of effects. Firstly, absorption and
emission are suppressed by the null in the optical field at the
metal surface caused by interference with the out-of-phase
reflection. As the molecule is lifted above the metal surface,
however, absorption and emission are enhanced for heights
of Bl/4.6 Secondly, for certain (notably coinage) metals,
plasmonic resonances exist on the surface with a high density
of states, into which molecules can emit light very efficiently, so
that when molecules approach the surface they feel the enhanced
electric field, E, produced by these resonances. This has the effect
of increasing their emission rates, although once the molecule is
closer than B10 nm, quenching of emission occurs.6 Lumines-
cence, Rayleigh and SERS (which is the focus here) are all strongly
enhanced by the presence of plasmonic metal surfaces.
SERS is a more than thirty year old technique for enhancing
the Raman scattering of molecules.7 The recent availability of a
variety of nanostructured plasmonic particles and substrates,
with large numbers of ‘hot-spots’, increases the average overall
E field and allows dramatic enhancement of the SERS signal.8
This has given rise to a huge interest in SERS spectroscopies.
Over the years, however, there have been strong debates over
the origin of the SERS signals and a variety of mechanisms for
this eﬀect have been proposed.9–12 While it is well established
that the enhancement (scaling as |E|4)7 is due to the excitation
of the plasmonic resonance at the surface, there is discussion
of the extent to which the pure electromagnetic enhancement is
supplemented by a chemical contribution, and experiments
suggest that the electronic structure of the molecules is actually
modified in some SERS experiments.1,13,14 More puzzling still is
that SERS vibrational Raman peaks are always accompanied by
a spectrally broad background, which is increased by a similar
factor to the SERS itself. It is this increased broad background
that interests us here. The origin of this background has been
the subject of much debate, and little consensus exists.10,11,15
Recently we established that on quantitatively reproducible
substrates, (i) the SERS background requires both molecules
and plasmons, (ii) is sensitive to the chemical nature of the
surface, and (iii) is not seen for the anti-Stokes emission.16
Here we use themethod of images technique17 to develop a new
model for the coupling of light to molecules on plasmonically-
active metal nanostructures which explains the presence of the
broad SERS background.17 Using this approach the interaction
between the molecule and the nearby plasmonic surface (Fig. 1a)
is treated as if there were no surface at all, but the molecule is
accompanied by an image molecule (Fig. 1b), the properties of
which are designed to take account of the required boundary
conditions. The two molecules (real and its image) then interact
with the exponentially localized surface plasmon resonance
to produce the Raman spectrum. The physical picture can be
thought of as two oscillators (vibrating at the frequency of their
excited molecular vibrational modes, n), coupled by the dipole–
dipole interaction. The molecular image dipole is strongly
damped from its excited vibrational state to its vibrational
ground state at a rate, G, by resistive effects inside the metal
while the real molecule is damped between these two states at a
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rate, g, by the metal surface. Note that accounting for the electric
field boundary conditions at the metal surface using the images
does not on its own produce the contact interaction between the
image molecule and the electronic modes in the metal, which
separately introduces the higher damping rate G. The method of
images technique works well at low frequencies (n { op), with
op being the plasma frequency, below which the metal is a good
reflector. This well-established technique can account for the
force of attraction between a charge and an uncharged dielectric
medium, Van der Waals interactions between molecules and
surfaces, quantum electrodynamical effects such as modified
spontaneous emission rates18 and the Casimir–Polder force.19
To begin with we consider a single point charge, q placed
in a medium of relative permittivity, e1 at a distance, d from
a plane interface (defined by the x–y-plane) with a second
medium of relative permittivity, e2. The field in medium 1
can be obtained if we replace the plane interface by an image
charge with magnitude




at the image point in the surface of the first charge, which is at
distance 2d from it. The negative sign in eqn (1) arises because
the field from q0 now has opposite x and y components but the
same z component, so that q0 is eﬀectively a reflected image of
q. A neutral electric dipole near such an interface with dipole
moment, m may be similarly described by removing the surface
and replacing it with a second dipole at the image point by a
dipole moment with magnitude (Fig. 1c)




where m˜ is the mirror image of the original dipole. In this
way we can introduce an image of the real molecule situated
inside the metal.
We require one additional feature before we can apply the
method of images to SERS and this is to allow the dipole to oscillate
with an angular frequency, o. If we write the time-dependent dipole
as the real part of the complex dipole moment meiot then the
associated complex image dipole will be




The two frequency-dependent permittivities are complex quan-
tities; this applies in particular to e2(o) because of resistive
damping in the metal. Thus the image model of SERS com-
prises a molecular dipole and its image both coupled to an
exponentially localized surface plasmon mode.20 This mode
has a frequency at or very near to the surface plasmon reso-
nance at which the real part of e2(o) + e1(o) is very small and it
follows that when the molecule is driven at this frequency a very
large image dipole moment is also excited. It is the Raman
emission from both the molecule and its image that produces
the observed spectrum. In general there will be many Raman
lines contributing to the SERS spectrum and these will depend
on the vibrational modes specific to the molecule of interest as
well as the nature of its environment. It is this very feature that
underpins the utility of Raman spectroscopy. Here we do not
focus on any particular molecule or treat the full spectrum but
rather concentrate on the emission from a single vibrational
Stokes line and its anti-Stokes counterpart. This greatly simplified
system suﬃces for our purposes.
The probability amplitude for making a Raman transition
from the electronic ground-state and vibrational state, n to the
electronic ground-state and vibrational state, n0 is proportional
to the molecular tensor,
a0n
0 ;0n















where hw0n0| is the molecular electronic ground state with
vibrational quantum number n0, Er0 is the energy diﬀerence
between the ground state and the excited state r, m0r is the
dipole matrix element between the ground state and r, while i
denotes the polarization of the emitted Raman E field, j is the
polarization of the incident E field and o is the frequency of
the exciting radiation.
A Raman transition in a molecule proceeds via the reso-
nance excitation to a virtual excited state through the absorp-
tion of a photon of frequency o from the pump laser. Then a
Raman photon of frequency o0 is emitted, so as to conserve
energy, leaving the molecule in either its original vibrational
ground state n = 0 or in a diﬀerent vibrational ground state n0. If
the state n0 has a higher energy than the initial vibrational
ground state n, then the emitted Raman photon will be of lower
frequency than the laser frequency o and a Stokes line is
produced (n = 0 ) n0 a 0) (Fig. 2a). If, however the state n0
has a lower energy than the initial vibrational ground state n
then the emitted Raman photon will be of higher frequency
than the laser frequency o and an anti-Stokes line is produced
(n a 0 ) n0 = 0) (Fig. 2b). A typical SERS spectrum for both
Fig. 1 Representation of method of images approach with (a) real molecule
interacting with a plasmonic metal surface replaced by (b) a real-molecule–
image-molecule interaction. (c) Dominant molecular vibrating bond of real
and image molecules now represented by dipoles. Real and image dipoles
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Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering is seen in Fig. 2c, with similar
enhancements for both the vibrational peaks, and the ever
present background.
Both the real molecule and its image molecule contribute to
this Raman transition process and, for the Stokes line, the
result is the superposition of two Lorentzian functions which
produce a line shape of the form
SðOÞ ¼ gn 0
O on 0ð Þ2þp2gn 0 2





O on0ð Þ2þp2Gn 0 2
(5)
where O is the frequency relative to that of the pump laser o,
on0 is the frequency of the vibrational state n0, g and G are the
decay rates from the vibrational state to the vibrational ground
state for the real and image molecules respectively, and hon0 is
the energy of the vibrational state relative to the vibrational
ground state (see ESI† for a detailed derivation of (5)).
The first term in eqn (5) is the Lorentzian associated with
the decay of the real molecule from the excited vibrational state
n0 a 0 to the vibrational ground state n = 0. Its characteristic
line will be a sharp, narrow peak because typically the damping,
gn0 of the real molecule by the metal surface will be rather
small; these are the normal SERS vibrational peaks. The second
term is the Lorentzian associated with the decay of the image
molecule from the excited vibrational state n0 a 0 to the
vibrational ground state n = 0. In this case however, the charges
in the metal will tend to oscillate in sympathy with the image
molecule producing heavy resistive damping, Gn0 (associated
with the imaginary part of the metal permittivity) until such
time when the excited vibrational state will eventually decohere
into the vibrational ground state. This heavy damping means
that Gn0 c gn0 which will have the eﬀect of producing a large
broad continuum background, much broader than the first
Lorentzian term giving the normal SERS peak. Crucially, the







associated with the large magnitude of
the image dipole, m0, oscillating at the surface-plasmon fre-
quency. It is this factor that explains why the SERS background
is only evident when there is interaction between both mole-
cules and plasmons.16 The fourth power arises because the
transition probability depends on the fourth power of the
dipole moment. The modeled Stokes spectrum from eqn (5),
depicting a narrow Raman line on a broad background,








¼ 10, gn0 = 1 cm1 and Gn0 = 100 cm1
(where Re{w} denotes the real part of w).
To examine the dependence of the Raman peak on gn0 we fix
all other variables constant (to the values of Fig. 3) and vary gn0
from 0.01 cm1 to 41 cm1. When gn0 = 0.01 cm
1 the Raman
peak is initially very narrow, with a very large amplitude (due to
gn0 in the denominator of the first term in (5)) (Fig. 4a). This
amplitude decreases as gn0 is increased beyond 1 cm
1 (Fig. 4b),
and disappears into the broad background when gn0 = Gn0 = 10
cm1 (Fig. 4c).
Similarly if all other variables are held constant and we vary
Gn0 from 1 cm
1 to 100 cm1 we see that there is a very narrow
peak, similar to the narrow Raman spectrum (but not in






term) when Gn0 = gn0 = 1
cm1 (Fig. 4d). The broad background starts to become evident
as we increase the damping Gn0 to values roughly 20 that of gn0
(Gn0 = 20 cm
1) (Fig. 4e). Both the narrow Raman peak and the
broader background are fully evident in the Stokes spectrum
when Gn0 4 40 cm
1 (Fig. 4f). The combination of the many
diﬀerent Lorentzian background components for each mole-
cule leads to the overall background observed in experiment,
Fig. 2 (a) Stokes emission when the emitted Raman photon has a lower
frequency than the pump laser o, and (b) anti-Stokes emission when
the emitted Raman photon has a higher frequency than the pump laser.
(c) Experimental SERS spectrum from a monolayer of benzenethiol on
KlariteTM showing typical SERS peaks and background for Stokes and
antiStokes scattering.
Fig. 3 Modeled spectrum Stokes spectrum of a broad background
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with a resulting shape that reflects only the density of possible
Raman transitions.
Let us now turn our attention to the anti-Stokes region of the
spectrum. An anti-Stokes line is at a higher frequency than that
of the pump laser, o and corresponds to a transition from a
higher to a lower vibrational state (n a 0 ) n 0 = 0) (Fig. 2b).
At first sight we might expect both a narrow line corresponding
to emission from the molecule and a background emitted by
the image molecule. The fact that there is no broad back-
ground, however, is a further consequence of the same rapid
resistive damping, Gn0, that is responsible for the broad back-
ground on the Stokes side of the spectrum. A vibrational
excitation in the image molecule dissipates very rapidly and
hence Raman transitions occur only from the vibrational ground
state (n = 0) for the image. Therefore energy conservation dictates
that such transitions can give rise only to Stokes lines.16 This
consideration thus produces a spectrum resembling that from
experiment as seen in Fig. 2c.
We should ask if there is any interference between the
Stokes emission of the molecule and the image molecule. To
see there is none, we can appeal to quantum mechanics.
After the emission of a Stokes photon we could, at least in
principle, examine the real molecule to see if it is in the excited
vibrational state, n0. If it is then the emission must have
come from the real molecule but if it is in its vibrational
ground state, (n = 0) then the emission must have come
from the image molecule. The existence of this ‘‘which-way’’
information suﬃces to tell us that there cannot be any inter-
ference in this case, which is indeed reproduced by the exact
calculations.
Finally let us discuss the coupling, V between the molecule
and its image. The molecular dipole excited by the pump laser
and its image molecule can couple to each other by means of
the dipole–dipole interaction familiar from electrostatics.19 Let
the metal surface define the x–y plane so that the molecular
dipole lies on the z axis at a distance d from the surface as in
Fig. 1c. The complex molecular and image dipoles are related
by eqn (3). The cycle-averaged potential energy associated with









where e0 is the vacuum permittivity, and m and m0 are the real
and image dipole components with respect to the surface in the
x–y plane. This coupling suggests the possibility of Fo¨rster-type
energy transfer between the molecule and the image.21,22 The
Raman transitions described above comprise of two steps.
Virtual excitation of the molecule is immediately followed by
de-excitation to a different vibrational level. The energy-transfer
process proceeds instead in three steps. Firstly there is a virtual
excitation of the molecule, which is followed by transfer of this
excitation to the image molecule, mediated by the dipole–
dipole interaction, and finally the molecule relaxes to the
ground state. Although this is a higher order process than the
Raman transition, the strength of the image dipole excited at
the pump frequency means that it may contribute significantly
to the observed spectrum. The effect such a process has on the
Stokes and anti-Stokes lines is as follows. The Stokes spectrum
is made up of transitions from lower to higher vibrational levels
(Fig. 2a). This means that the proposed energy-transfer process
will leave the image molecule in a strongly damped excited
vibrational state. Hence the net effect of including this process
should be only a small correction to the large background. In
the anti-Stokes spectrum the molecule is initially in an excited
vibrational state and the energy-transfer process leaves the both
the real and image molecules in their vibrational ground state,
which is stable. The line-width for this process is determined,
principally, by the lifetime of the initial vibrational state of the
molecule. These initial and final states are the same as those
for the lower-order Raman process and we therefore expect that
there should be interference between these processes. If the
interference is constructive this results in a stronger line but if
it is destructive then we will get a partial cancellation. The
strong distance dependence of the dipole–dipole coupling may
lead to method to directly test this idea.
The ratio between the SERS peaks and background is thus
set by a number of factors. Experimentally we find SERS peak
linewidths are of order g = 1 cm1, which reduces as the
molecules are further distanced from the surface towards the
unperturbed Raman linewidths. Typical backgrounds observed
have linewidths exceeding G = 100 cm1, since the backgrounds
from diﬀerent vibrational lines are always blurred together.
Moreover we assume here the simplest case in which the
Raman selection rules are identical for real and image mole-
cules, however this may not always be the case. For instance the
rapid decay of plasmonic fields inside the metal can lead to a
significant gradient in field strength along a normally Raman-
inactive vibrational bond, and thus making background transi-
tions visible without any large corresponding SERS peak from
the real molecule. As the molecule is moved away from the
surface, the strength of both SERS peaks and backgrounds will
decrease as the local field exciting the dipoles reduces. However
the ratio between these SERS contributions will be modified if
Fig. 4 Modeled Stokes spectra from eqn (5) with varying values of gn 0







¼ 10 held constant, for (a–c) Gn 0 =
100 cm1 and (a) gn 0 = 0.01 cm
1, (b) gn 0 = 1.5 cm
1, (c) gn 0 = 10 cm
1. (d and e)
gn 0 = 1 cm
1 and (d) Gn 0 = 1 cm
1, (e) Gn 0 = 20 cm
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the metallic surface is not flat as assumed throughout here, but
has some curvature on the scale of the separation involved. For
instance a concave surface of negative radius of curvature R
leads to further magnification of the image dipole by a factor
[1  d/R]3 (Fig. 5). This for instance can enhance the back-
ground contribution to SERS by 50% for only R = 10 nm scale
roughness with molecules at d = 1.2 nm above the surface. We
thus expect the ratio of peak to background SERS to be highly
sensitive to the nanoscale morphology of the surfaces, which is
indeed found experimentally,16 but needs further careful work
to verify directly. However it suggests that to reduce the ratio of
the SERS background for improving the signal to noise in SERS
sensing, target molecules should be close to sharply convex
nano-patterned surfaces, matching more recent observations
on nanoparticles and etched nanostructures.
Various criticisms can be levelled at the simplicity of the model
adopted here. Image charge models have a long history in SERS,
and are known to possess various limitations.7,12,23 We indeed
noted already that the distance dependence of molecule to surface
of the SERS is not explicitly included (it scales with the plasmon
field intensity at themolecule), but we are concerned here only with
the ratio of background to SERS peaks.We explicitly postulated that
the image and molecule have diﬀerent damping to their environ-
ments, but this is the aspect that is normally left out of image
charge models. However our model does agree with experiments
that show the background observed does always scale with the
SERS peak strength. Additional spectral variation in the back-
ground observed can arise from spectral filtering by the finite
width of plasmonic resonance used to enhance the Raman, and
this is only implicitly included here. The reason continuum back-
grounds are not seen for molecules on completely flat surfaces is
that in this case no external coupling is possible to the plasmons
which are bound to the surface, and these are needed to provide
the enhanced field used to get SERS, and to couple the scattering
plasmons back into far field photons. Finally the image model is
not suited to higher level precise descriptions of the SERS eﬀects, as
it does not include retardation suﬃciently well, nor can it simply
account for polarization selection rules. However the basic simpli-
city of the model to solve the long running question of the origin of
the continuum background is strongly in its favour.
Conclusions
In summary we have shown that the method of images
approach can be used to explain the spectra associated with a
system of a vibrating SERS molecule interacting with a
resonant, plasmonic metal surface. By replacing the mole-
cular–surface interaction with a molecular–image interaction
we derive an equation for the Stokes line combining two
Lorentzian terms. The first Lorentzian term produces a narrow
sharp peak associated with a normal SERS line, due to the
relatively small amount of damping between the molecule and
the plasmonic surface. The second Lorentzian term produces a
large continuum spectrum, referred to as the SERS background,
from the dissipative, resistive damping of the image molecule
due to the imaginary part of the metal refractive index. Such an
intuitive model is of crucial importance in developing spectro-
scopies with improved signal to noise (not just enhanced
signal) as needed for ultra-sensitive sensing.
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